Burden a beacon of hope:
At the center of all our differences we are one human race, with the hope and dreams for a better tomorrow. The design concept is based on our shared humanity and the burden we all shear. the design is composed of a landmark, the beacon of hope and humanities burden. All our burden is based on the idea that as civilization we have a sheared burden for a our planet.

Beacon of Hope:
The Beacon of hope is composed of four element. the three exterior towers twisting around each other, which represent all our differences whether it be racial, ethnic, religion, sexual orientation.....etc. At the center of the three exterior structures the fourth structure represent our sheared humanity ( mankind) The overall geometry is based one three intersecting circles (Trinity). the three overlapping circles represent the overlapping of our differences and at the area where the three circles overlaps to form almost an equilateral triangle is what we all have in common. The hollow structure is mad e of titanium polished to reflect it surroundings. At night the light beams at the base is design to be seen from from the city of new york and New jersey. This design will also give Freshkill park a unique identity. This will draw people to the site as mush as people a drawn to other major Landmarks around the world. There is also the possibility to include observation deck on the three throwers, it will give the visitor a prospective view of the surroundings and the experience of seeing the city of New York in it context. The beacon of hope designed to be welcoming and to promote environmental awareness, foster unity among mankind no matter what our differences may be. The beacon of hope will attract attention to itself and draw people from the city to the site.

Burden:
Burden is also based on the 3 overlapping circles. The center of the 3 circles which represent our shear humanity, and the sheared burden for a sustainable planet. the center representing man is extruded shape in an abstract form of a man caring a heavy load on his head holding it with both hand and struggling to stand up strait. In this case the heavy load is solar panels. Burden is based on the idea that companies and individual can buy a unite as a way of offsetting their carbon footprint. At the base of this design are three area for seating on which their name a message of hope can be inscribe for future generation.
This is designed as a way for individual, companies, and corporations to offset their carbon footprint. By giving them the opportunity to offset their carbon footprint the can inscribe their name and a message of hope for future generation. for companies and business it will be a way to market them selves and inform their costumer about clean energy and how they are helping create a better future. The unit is designed to be scaled up if need it and can be place in many different area such as bus stop area. play grounds, and other park. The idea is to market it to the public and private institution as a way of offsetting their carbon footprint in lieu of planting trees. a group of individual can buy one unit and inscribe three different messages on the three seating area at the base. The design idea is also to get the public involve by contributing for the construction of the land art.